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The covalent attachment of ubiquitin to proteins regulates
numerous processes in eukaryotic cells. Here we report
the identification of 753 unique lysine ubiquitylation sites
on 471 proteins using higher-energy collisional dissocia-
tion on the LTQ Orbitrap Velos. In total 5756 putative
ubiquitin substrates were identified. Lysine residues tar-
geted by the ubiquitin-ligase system show no unique se-
quence feature. Surface accessible lysine residues located
in ordered secondary regions, surrounded by smaller and
positively charged amino acids are preferred sites of ubiq-
uitylation. Lysine ubiquitylation shows promiscuity at the
site level, as evidenced by low evolutionary conservation of
ubiquitylation sites across eukaryotic species. Among ly-
sine modifications a significant overlap (20%) between
ubiquitylation and acetylation at site level highlights exten-
sive competitive crosstalk among these modifications. This
site-specific crosstalk is not prevalent among cell cycle
ubiquitylations. Between SUMOylation and ubiquitylation
the preferred interaction is through mixed-chain conju-
gation. Overall these data provide novel insights into the
site-specific selection and regulatory function of lysine
ubiquitylation. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 10:
10.1074/mcp.M110.003590, 1–12, 2011.

The proteins in a eukaryotic cell are subject to a large
variety of post-translational modifications (PTMs)1, which

greatly extend the diversity of the proteome and play critical
roles in regulating cellular functions (1). Among the estimated
200 different PTMs, phosphorylation, methylation, acetyla-
tion, and ubiquitylation are some of the most widespread and
well characterized modifications (2). Ubiquitylation refers to
the covalent attachment of ubiquitin, a 76-residue polypep-
tide that is highly conserved among eukaryotes, via an iso-
peptide bond to the �-amino group of lysines in proteins. The
attachment of one or more ubiquitin moieties plays a central
regulatory mechanism in eukaryotic cells, and regulates nu-
merous cellular processes, including protein degradation, sig-
nal transduction, DNA repair, and cell division, as well as the
control of stability, function, and intracellular localization of a
wide variety of proteins (3).

Formation of the covalently linked ubiquitin-protein conju-
gates requires three enzymatic steps. First the formation is
catalyzed by an ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) and then
transferred from E1 to an ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2).
These two enzymes cooperate to transfer one ubiquitin moi-
ety to a lysine residue in the target protein through a thio-
esterification reaction, with the help of an ubiquitin ligase (E3)
(4). The process of protein ubiquitylation can be highly dy-
namic and reversible, evidenced by an estimated 600 poten-
tial E3 ubiquitin ligases and some 80–90 deubiquitylating
enzymes encoded by the human genome (5–7). These num-
bers illustrate the widespread use of substrate-specific ubiq-
uitylation as an important regulatory principle in cell biology.
This is further supported by the increasing number of scien-
tific reports, which identify defects in ubiquitin-dependent
signaling pathways as being involved in multiple human dis-
eases (8–10). Despite great biological and clinical interest, the
knowledge of specific lysine ubiquitylation sites is still very
limited.

Liquid chromatography coupled to high-resolution mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) has emerged as the key technology for
large-scale identifications of various PTMs such as phosphor-
ylation (11, 12), acetylation (13), and N-glycosylation (14).
These studies have identified thousands of site specific PTMs
across a variety of eukaryotic species, and provided detailed
functional understanding of the investigated PTM. Although
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ubiquitylation was one of the first protein-based modifications
to be described, a similar large-scale repository of ubiquityla-
tion sites is currently not available. Reasons for this are the
general difficulties in studying lysine ubiquitylation. Ubiquitin is
a very large modification (�8 kDa), and ubiquitylated proteins
are predominantly present at substoichiometric levels com-
pared with their unmodified counterparts. To detect low abun-
dant ubiquitylated proteins in complex mixtures, and in order
to identify the modified amino acid enrichment methods have
to be applied. For ubiquitylation studies purification of ubiq-
uitylated proteins followed by proteolysis and mass spectro-
metric detection is currently the analytical method of choice.
Advantages of this strategy is that tryptic digest of ubiquity-
lated proteins degrades the ubiquitin modification similar to
other proteins, leaving a small di-glycine signature peptide at
the ubiquitylation site (15). Although enrichment of modified
proteins aids in the detection of ubiquitylation sites, purifica-
tion of intact modified proteins produces a complex peptide
mixture containing only low percentages of ubiquitylated pep-
tides. As a result, the analytical capabilities for lysine ubiqui-
tylation studies rely largely on the sensitivity and dynamic
range of the mass spectrometric methods employed.

Among large-scale studies of ubiquitylation sites utilizing a
protein enrichment strategy, the largest reported identification
of 110 lysine sites from yeast (15) and other studies reported
up to 100 sites in human cells (16–19). Recently Xu et al.
proposed a strategy for enriching ubiquitylated peptides using
a di-glycine specific antibody, hereby identifying a total of 374
ubiquitylation sites (20). These numbers are still less than the
total number of ubiquitylation events predicted solely on the
sheer number of components in the ubiquitin system, and
clearly underscore the analytical difficulties in studying protein
ubiquitylation. We therefore reasoned that with the introduc-
tion of a new generation of high-resolution mass spectrome-
ters (LTQ Orbitrap Velos), which allows for detection of pep-
tide fragment ions at very high parts-per-million mass
accuracy and at low sensitivity using the higher-energy colli-
sional activation dissociation (HCD) technology (21), an im-
proved view of global lysine ubiquitylation would be viable.
Our analysis achieves very high confidence and covers a
sizeable part of the human ubiquitylome, greatly expanding
the number of known in vivo ubiquitylation sites and overall
ubiquitin substrates.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture—Human U2OS osteosarcoma cells and HEK293T em-
bryonic kidney cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum. To generate U2OS and
HEK293T derivative cell lines expressing Strep-HA tagged ubiquitin,
these cell lines were transfected with pcDNA3.1�-Strep-HA-
ubiquitin, and selected with G418 until resistant clones grew out.
Individual clones were then picked, analyzed for expression of Strep-
HA-ubiquitin, and maintained according to standard procedures de-
scribed previously (22).

Isolation of Ubiquitylated Proteins—To obtain highly enriched frac-
tions of ubiquitylated proteins, Strep-HA-ubiquitin-expressing cell

lines grown in forty 140-mm dishes were lysed in denaturing buffer.
Bound complexes were washed extensively in denaturing buffer,
resuspended in Laemmli sample buffer, and resolved on 4%–20%
SDS-PAGE. The gel was stained with Coomassie, cut into 20 slices
and processed for mass spectrometric analysis. Proteins were di-
gested overnight with trypsin and loaded onto StageTips prior to
mass spectrometric analysis.

Mass Spectrometric Analysis—All MS experiments were performed
on a nanoscale high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) sys-
tem (EASY-nLC from Proxeon Biosystems, Copenhagen, Denmark)
connected to a hybrid LTQ-Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
equipped with a nanoelectrospray source (Proxeon Biosystems).
Each peptide sample was auto-sampled and separated in a 15-cm
analytical column (75 m inner diameter) in-house packed with 3-m
C18 beads (Reprosil Pur-AQ, Dr. Maisch) with a 2 h gradient from 5%
to 40% acetonitrile in 0.5% acetic acid. The effluent from the HPLC
was directly electrosprayed into the mass spectrometer.

Identification of Peptides and Proteins by MaxQuant—All raw data
analysis was performed with MaxQuant software suite (www.
maxquant.org) as described (23) supported by Mascot (www.
matrixscience.com) as the database search engine for peptide iden-
tifications. Data was searched by Mascot against a concatenated
target/decoy (forward and reversed) version of the IPI human data-
base version 3.37.

RESULTS

Mapping of Lysine Ubiquitylation Sites—To identify and
characterize ubiquitylation sites in human proteins, we gen-
erated a human U2OS osteosarcoma cell line stably ex-
pressing Strep-tagged ubiquitin. This approach allowed for
rapid and efficient single-step purification of ubiquitylated
proteins from cell extracts by means of the Strep-tag affinity
purification method. We verified biochemically that ectopi-
cally expressed Strep-tagged ubiquitin was efficiently
incorporated into cellular proteins in this cell line (Fig. 1A).
Moreover, because Strep-ubiquitin was expressed at a sub-
stantially lower level than endogenous ubiquitin, its expres-
sion did not alter the steady-state ubiquitylation of proteins
(Fig. 1B, Supplemental Figs. S1A and S1B). Like endoge-
nous ubiquitin, the ectopically expressed Strep-HA-ubiqui-
tin was predominantly localized in the nucleus (Fig. 1C).
Finally, ectopic Strep-tagged ubiquitin recapitulated a range
of biological phenotypes associated with endogenous ubiq-
uitin, such as incorporation of polyubiquitin chains on RIP1
protein in response to TNF-� treatment (Fig. 1D and
Supplemental Fig. S1A).

The enriched fractions of ubiquitylated proteins were re-
solved on SDS-PAGE, Coomassie-stained and in-gel di-
gested (Fig. 1E). We recently reported that usage of iodoac-
etamide, a cysteine alkylating reagent commonly used in
mass spectrometric sample preparation, mimics the di-gly-
cine tag used for site-specific identification of protein ubiqui-
tylation (24). Consequently, iodoacetamide was substituted
with chloroacetamide in order to avoid any in vitro artifacts.
Trypsin-digested peptides were separated and detected by
means of LC-MS utilizing recently introduced LTQ Orbitrap
Velos. The mass spectrometer delivers improved operation of
HCD, in which fragment ion spectra are acquired at low
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sensitivity and high mass accuracy (25) allowing for increased
confidence in peptide identifications (26). The overall peptide
mass accuracy was in the parts-per-billion range (average
absolute mass accuracy � 0.385 ppm (parts/million),
Supplemental Fig. 2A), and by employing HCD fragmentation
similar high accuracy was achieved on all fragment ions
(average absolute HCD fragment ion mass accuracy � 2.83

ppm, calculated from 4,698,861 HCD fragment ions,
Supplemental Fig. 2B). Using this combined strategy we iden-
tified 333 lysine ubiquitylation sites belonging to 217 proteins
and a total of 3.612 ubiquitin substrates in a single analysis of
U2OS cells.

To assess the depth of ubiquitylation coverage, we per-
formed a biological U2OS replicate experiment along with a
similar analysis of whole cell extracts of a HEK293T cell line
(data not shown). In total 66 liquid chromatography (LC)-
tandem MS (MS/MS) runs were acquired and the resulting raw
data were processed with the MaxQuant software (23). In total
we identified 753 ubiquitylation sites on 471 proteins (Fig. 2A)
at an overall false discovery rate for peptides and proteins of
less than 1%. Exact localization of ubiquitylation sites were
determined using the lysine di-glycine tag with an average
localization probability of 0.99 for all identified peptides
(Supplemental Table 1), greatly assisted by the increased
fragmentation efficiency of HCD (21). Although NEDD8 pro-
duces an identical proteolytic lysine tag as ubiquitin, no
known NEDD8 modification sites on Cullin proteins were iden-
tified illustrating the ubiquitin specificity of our enrichment
analysis. No N-terminal substrate ubiquitylation was identified
(27). Altogether, we identified 5756 putative ubiquitylated pro-
teins (ubiquitin substrates) with 99% certainty (Supplemental
Table 2). Unambiguous identification only requires a few pep-
tides per protein; however, for each identified ubiquitin sub-
strate we achieved an average sequence coverage of 21.5%,
whereas for proteins where a site-specific ubiquitylation was
identified the average sequence coverage was 55.8%.

Of all identified peptides only 1.4% was found to be ubiq-
uitylated (753 ubiquitylated peptides out of 54,846 peptides,
Supplemental Table 3). Despite this large discrepancy of
ubiquitylated peptides, which arises from the analytical con-
straints of enriching ubiquitylated proteins (as mentioned
above), a 40%–55% overlap in identified ubiquitylation sites
among cell lines was observed. This overlap is significantly
larger than the overlap to previously published ubiquitylation
studies (Supplemental Fig. 3) and reflects in proteomic pep-
tide studies a high degree of reproducibility (28).

As the protein enrichment constraint mainly affects identi-
fication of ubiquitylation sites, a larger overlap (75%–80%)
was observed for the 5.756 ubiquitin substrates identified in
our combined pull-down approach (Fig. 2B). Collectively this
demonstrates that our experimental methodology is accurate
and reproducible, and that ubiquitylation is a widespread PTM
with an expected in vivo expression similar to phosphorylation
and acetylation.

Analysis of Lysine Ubiquitylation Sites—The most promi-
nent function of ubiquitin is labeling proteins for proteasomal
degradation. The minimal ubiquitin signal necessary for this
process is a chain of four ubiquitin molecules linked through
K48 (29). However, of the seven possible linkages within
ubiquitin other lysine residues such as K11 (30) can target
proteins for degradation. Hence, in order to estimate the
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FIG. 1. Characterization of a stable cell line expressing ectopic
Strep-HA-ubiquitin. A, Whole-cell extracts (WCE) of U2OS cells
stably expressing Strep-HA-tagged ubiquitin were subjected to
Strep-Tactin Sepharose pull down and analyzed by immunoblotting
with HA antibody. B, Lysates from U2OS/Strep-HA-ubiquitin cells
were subjected to immunoblotting with indicated antibodies. C,
U2OS/Strep-HA-ubiquitin cells grown on coverslips were fixed and
immunostained with HA antibody. Scale bar, 10 �m. D, U2OS cells or
U2OS/Strep-HA-ubiquitin were mock-treated or incubated in the
presence of TNF-�, and harvested 1 h later. RIP1 ubiquitylation was
analyzed by immunoblotting of Strep-Tactin Sepharose pull downs
from cell extracts with RIP1 antibody. E, U2OS/Strep-HA-ubiquitin
cells were processed as in (A), resolved on SDS-PAGE and Coomass-
ie-stained. The lane containing Strep-protein complexes was divided
into 20 slices and processed for mass spectrometric analysis of
site-specific ubiquitylation.
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extent of identified ubiquitylation sites that targets proteins for
proteasomal degradation we assessed our data for ubiquity-
lation of ubiquitin itself.

We found all seven previously reported lysine residues in
ubiquitin to be ubiquitylated (15). Quantification of these
ubiquitin linkages is not straightforward as different pep-
tides have varying ionizing properties in the electrospray
ionization process affecting their detection propensity (31,
32). By normalizing peptide intensities between ubiquitylated
peptides and their unmodified counterparts (see Supple-
mentary method description) we estimated the relative abun-
dance of all seven linkages and found K48, K11, and K63 to be
the most abundant linkages followed by K6, K27, K29, and K33
(Fig. 2C, Supplementary methods) and follows what has previ-
ously been observed in the literature (33).

As mono- and poly-ubiquitylation chains cannot be distin-
guished by the mass spectrometric analysis employed, our
measurement reflects the total pool of ubiquitin-ubiquitin link-
ages. And because K48 poly-linkages tend to encompass
longer ubiquitin chains, the identified sites do not only repre-
sent ribosomal translation products. This especially because
our dataset contains many known sites involved in various
signaling modules, such as FANCD2 (34), FANCI (35), and
PCNA (36). But because the vast majority of identified sites
are novel ubiquitylation sites no exact conclusion can be
drawn from this.

Among other Ubiquitin-like (Ubl) family members that share
the three-dimensional structure of ubiquitin, and which also
conjugate to target proteins, we find ubiquitylation of SUMO1,
SUMO2, SUMO3, and ATG12 (Supplemental Fig. 4A). Previ-

ous reports identified SUMO2 to be in vivo ubiquitylated at
K11, K32, and K41 (37). We confirm those in vivo sites and
further find K5, K7, and K21 to be ubiquitylated. Additionally
we report, for the first time, lysine ubiquitylation of SUMO1
(K25 and K37) and ATG12 (K136).

Based upon Gene Ontology (GO) annotations we find the
largest number of ubiquitylation sites to be localized in the
cytoplasm (29% of total sites). However, sites with exclusive
nuclear annotation were almost equally represented (Sup-
plemental Fig. 2D). Among known nuclear ubiquitylations are
sites belonging to histone H2A and H2B protein variants, two
chromatin proteins discovered to be ubiquitylated more than
30 years ago (38). Ubiquitylated H2B is associated with tran-
scriptionally active chromatin and is required for methylation
of histone H3 on residues K4 and K79, whereas ubiquitylated
H2A is associated with transcriptional silencing (39). Besides
these known sites we report seven novel ubiquitylation sites
on various histone H2A isoforms and three on H2B. Moreover,
three novel sites on histone H1.2 are identified (K46, K64, and
K75) and four on histone H4 (K32, K60, K78, and K80). These
novel histone H4 ubiquitylation sites fit well with previous in
vitro experiments demonstrating that recombinant histone H4
is modified with exactly four ubiquitylations (40, 41). Until now
the exact localization of these ubiquitylation sites were not
known.

Other chromatin proteins known to be ubiquitylated, but for
which the exact lysine ubiquitylation sites are not known, are
CBX1 and CBX3 (42). CBX1, CBX3, and CBX5 (also known as
heterochromatin proteins 1 (HP1); -�, -�, and -� respectively)
are considered “gatekeepers” of histone H3 methyl-K9-medi-

FIG. 2. A, Overlap of ubiquitylation
sites from three analyzed experi-
ments. Experiments one and two were
biological U2OS replicates, whereas ex-
periment three was enrichment analysis
of HEK293T cells. B, Overlap of identi-
fied ubiquitylation substrates from same
three experiments. C, Normalized abun-
dance measurement of poly-ubiquitin
chain linkages on ubiquitin by MS. Data
follows previous results reported in the
literature. D, Lysates from U2OS cells
co-transfected with indicated combina-
tions of Myc-ubiquitin and FLAG-Cbx1
constructs were subjected to FLAG im-
munoprecipitation followed by immuno-
blotting with Myc antibody to visualize
Cbx1 ubiquitylation.
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ated gene silencing (43). In the histone code, H3K9 methyla-
tion is regarded as an epigenetic mark for gene silencing, to
which HP1 binds in order to establish and maintain higher-
order chromatin structure (44). Recently it was proposed that
HP1 proteins are modified in a similar fashion as histone
proteins, PTMs suggested to define a regulatory “subcode”
involved in gene silencing (42). We report one ubiquitylation
site on CBX1 (K181) and one on CBX3 (K154). To demonstrate
in vivo ubiquitylation of CBX1 we generated a protein analog
lacking the last six C-terminal residues and hence the identi-
fied ubiquitylation site (referred to as CBX1�C). CBX1�C dis-
played a strongly reduced propensity to undergo ubiquityla-
tion, indicating that ubiquitylation plays a broader role in the
histone code than currently believed (Fig. 2D).

Additional validation of in vivo lysine ubiquitylation sites is
performed for proteins RPA14, RPA70, USP5, Rad18, MCM7,
and DDB1 (Supplemental Fig. 5). Combined these results
illustrate the improved sensitivity and extent of our dataset and
confirm that the mapped ubiquitylation sites are of in vivo origin.

Lysine Selection by the Ubiquitin System—The selection of
target lysine residues by the ubiquitin system is commonly

believed to be based on lysine accessibility and not the pri-
mary sequence context (45–47), as the ubiquitin system has
to transfer an entire protein to the modification site rather than
a small chemical group (e.g. a phosphate or acetyl group).
However, the accessibility preference has never been exper-
imentally validated on a larger scale.

We analyzed our data for local sequence context around
the identified ubiquitylation sites by extracting a � six resi-
dues sequence window surrounding every ubiquitylation site
(48). Overall no significant sequence recognition motif was
detected among the identified ubiquitylation sites (Fig. 3A),
which could reflect that the investigated ubiquitylation sites
are the outcome of numerous active enzymes. However,
when comparing the derived ubiquitin sequence context to
that of an equally sized modification system, such as phos-
phorylation (Supplemental Fig. 4B), it becomes evident that
selection of lysine ubiquitylation sites cannot be explained
through sequence content or unique ligase selectivity. A pre-
vious sequence study suggested KXL, LXXXK, AXXXXK, and
KXXXXXG as potential ubiquitin recognition motifs (20). How-
ever, these motifs were based upon fewer identified ubiqui-

FIG. 3. A, Sequence logo plots represent normalized amino acid frequencies for �6 amino acids from the lysine ubiquitylation site.
No significantly enriched motifs were detected. B, Amino acid property plot representing clustered amino acid groups for a combined �5 amino
acids from the lysine ubiquitylation site. Green bars represent Alanine and Glycine residues, blue bars represent charged residues Lysine and
Arginine whereas yellow represent Cysteine. C, Distribution of average lysines and ubiquitylated lysines in structured and unstructured regions
of the proteins. A significant enrichment of ubiquitylation sites residing in helical structures is observed. D, Accessibility distribution of average
lysines and ubiquitylated lysines. A small but significant preference for accessibility by the ubiquitin system is observed.
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tylation sites, the usage of low-accuracy ion trap instrumen-
tation and antibody-based enrichment. Thus most probable
are the outcomes of subtle epitope preferences by the anti-
body used or artifacts from the poorer statistics and/or MS
data quality. Overall our observation that no recognition motif
is present among identified ubiquitylation sites is supported
by previous experimental investigation of the dihydrofolate
reductase degradation signal (49). Although only few proteins
were investigated, no dependence on the unique amino acid
sequences in the vicinity of the ubiquitylated residue was
observed.

In the same work it was discovered that two closely residing
lysine residues in concert affected the in vivo half-life of dihy-
drofolate reductase (49). We therefore decided to investigate
if such a preference existed on a global scale. In order to
conduct such an analysis we performed an amino acid prop-
erty analysis by clustering the five amino acids N- and C-ter-
minally of every ubiquitylation site. In agreement with previous
observations, a significant preference for positively charged
residues (Lysine and Arginine [KR]) upstream of the ubiquity-
lation site was observed (Fig. 3B, blue bars). No such prefer-
ence was observed downstream of ubiquitylation sites.

Besides charged amino acids, a significant preference for
Alanine and Glycine residues [AG] surrounding ubiquitylation
sites indicates a preference by the ubiquitin system for se-
quence accessibility (Fig. 3B, green bars). Exclusion of cys-
teine residues downstream of ubiquitylation sites is observed
(yellow bars). Improved accessibility by minimizing the occur-
rence of cysteine-bridges close to the ubiquitylation site, or
avoiding errors in the thio-esterification reaction of the ubiq-
uitin transfer between E2 enzymes and target lysines could be
an explanation for this. Exclusion of cysteine because of its
biological function is evidenced by no significant changes in
methionine occurrence (data not shown). For a more detailed
investigation of the accessibility preference by the ubiquitin
system, we compared the secondary structure of ubiquity-
lated lysines to average lysine amino acids. As shown in Fig.
3C, ubiquitylated lysines have a significantly different prefer-
ence for secondary structure compared with the average
lysine residue. In general, ubiquitylated lysines are found in
ordered helical regions more frequently (p � 1.65E-6) and less
frequently in unstructured coil regions (p � 4.07E-6). In addi-
tion to ordered regions we further evaluated our identified
lysine ubiquitylation sites for solvent accessibility using the
NetSurfP tool (50). We found that 91.3% of all identified lysine
ubiquitylation sites are exposed to the protein surface as
compared with 88.0% of the average lysine residue (p �

2.3E-3, Fig. 3D). Although the difference in lysine surface
exposure is subtle, the statistical significance along with the
helical preference validates that ubiquitin substrates are tar-
geted differently from sequence motif-dependent modifica-
tions such as phosphorylation, which mainly occur in unstruc-
tured regions of proteins (51). Moreover, as phosphorylation is
sequence motif dependent, the phosphorylation sites are

highly conserved across various species. In contrast, protein
ubiquitylation has been shown, in a few selected proteins, to
occur on a variety of lysine residues with low selectivity or
even on lysine residues introduced at nonnative positions (52).
This suggests a more promiscuous nature of lysine ubiquity-
lation compared with other PTMs and consequently, ubiqui-
tylated lysine residues should exhibit low evolutionary con-
servation. Consistent with this prediction, a phylogenetic
analysis revealed that only 6% of all identified ubiquitylation
sites were conserved in more than 50% of all eukaryotic
species (Fig. 4A, blue bars), only marginally larger than the
average lysine residue which shows 3% conservation (Fig.
4A, red bars). This is in striking contrast to the high evolution-
ary conservation of the ubiquitin system itself across eukary-
otic species. Thus, ubiquitylation shows promiscuity at the
site level and E3 ligases targets lysine residues for ubiquity-
lation based upon their accessibility and not according to a

FIG. 4. A, Conservation analysis of average lysines and ubiqui-
tylated lysines across eukaryotic species. Ubiquitylated lysines
show a slightly higher conservation compared with average lysines
(6% and 3% respectively, of lysines being conserved in more than
50% of eukaryotic species). B, Distribution of N-terminal amino acids
belonging to (i) 471 proteins identified as being lysine ubiquitylated
(blue bars), (ii) all 5.600 putative ubiquitylated proteins identified in
entire experiment (red bars) and (iii) all proteins in the human database
(green bars). A significant enrichment for N-terminal Serine and Ala-
nine residues is observed among ubiquitylated proteins.
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sequence recognition motif. This preference has previously
been observed, but never validated in an unbiased in vivo
system where all lysine sites are available. In addition, our
data confirms that the actual lysine ubiquitylation step indeed
is not a substrate recognition determinant within the ubiquitin
system. Taken together, substrate recognition in the ubiquitin
process relies upon the specificity of E2 and E3 enzymes (53),
either through the substrate recognition specificity of E3 or
through a gained specificity by combinatorial interactions be-
tween E2 and E3 (54).

It is widely known that E3 ligases can catalyze both initial
ubiquitin-substrate and subsequent ubiquitin-ubiquitin liga-
tion. One example is UBR1, a RING E3 ligase that recognizes
and binds to proteins bearing specific destabilizing N-terminal
residues according to the “N-end rule pathway” (49, 55, 56).
To investigate the global extent of such a degradation signal
in our dataset we compared the N-terminal amino acid of all
471 proteins, for which a lysine ubiquitylation site was iden-
tified, to all N-terminal residues in the human protein data-
base. No correlation was found toward destabilizing amino
acids among these 471 ubiquitylated proteins, except a sig-
nificant enrichment for N-terminal alanine and serine residues
(Fig. 4B, blue colored bars). To further validate this preference
we compared N-terminal amino acids from all 5.756 identified
ubiquitylation substrates (Supplemental Table 3) to the human
database, and found identical enrichment for alanine and
serine whereas other destabilizing amino acids were signifi-
cantly down-regulated (Fig. 4B and Supplemental Fig. 6).
Notably, the observation that the identified substrates follow
the same statistical trend as lysine ubiquitylation sites further
proves that our Strep enrichment strategy targets mainly pu-
tative ubiquitin substrates.

N-terminal alanine and serine residues are regarded type-3
destabilizing amino acids within the N-end rule pathway, but
at the same time the most prominent residues to become
N-acetylated (57). A recent study showed that N-terminal
acetylation of proteins creates specific degradation signals
(58), thus N-terminal acetylation seems to play a larger role in
the global protein degradation signal as compared with the
N-degron signaling of the N-end rule pathway.

Modification Crosstalk on Lysine Residues—The positively
charged side chains of lysine residues are targets for a range
of PTMs (59). These PTMs are mutually exclusive and thus
generate a great potential for cross-regulation. Accumulating
evidence suggests that cross-talk among these known lysine
modifications plays an important role in the control of vital
cellular functions. The most apparent effect is the inhibition of
proteasome-mediated protein degradation through acetyla-
tion-based protection of lysines (60–62).

Ubiquitylation and Acetylation Cross-Talk—Investigations
of ubiquitylation and acetylation site-specific cross-talk has
primarily been performed in the context of epigenetic analysis.
Comparing our ubiquitin data to the recently published lysine
acetylome by Choudhary et al. (13) provides a mean of esti-

mating the extent of competitive cross-talk between lysine
ubiquitylation and lysine acetylation on a global scale. We
generated a 21 amino-acid-sequence window surrounding all
identified ubiquitylation sites and compared this to the lysine
acetylation counterpart. The width of the sequence window
was chosen empirically as to contain sufficient sequence
information for unique site identification. Using this approach
we were able to identify 152 lysine residues identified as being
both ubiquitylated and acetylated. This corresponds to 20.2%
of all identified lysine ubiquitylation sites (Fig. 5A) and is
significantly larger than what would be expected at random
(p � 2.2E-16). Prompted by these results and by the large
number of ubiquitylation sites in the nucleus (Supple-
mental Fig. 2D), we performed a similar cross-talk analysis on
nuclear ubiquitylation sites based upon their GO cellular com-
partment annotation. Of 183 identified nuclear ubiquitylation
sites, 45 sites (24.6%, p � 8.29E-15) were found to be acety-
lated at the same lysine residue (listed in Fig. 6). The observed
overlap between lysine ubiquitylation and acetylation is sta-
tistically more profound than the corresponding ubiquitylation
overlap among same-cell lysates (Fig. 5A). Hence, as the
number of identified ubiquitylation sites increases, the site-
specific ubiquitylation/acetylation overlap is expected to
increase accordingly.

To evaluate this cross-talk in more detail we decided to
investigate all cell cycle annotated proteins found to be ubiq-
uitylated in our dataset (according to the proteins GO biolog-
ical process annotation, Supplementary methods). The pro-
tein degradation dependence in the cell cycle is signified by a
shorter half-life (faster turnover) of proteins regulating cell
cycle progression (63), and is crucially dependent on the
ubiquitin-mediated degradation of key regulatory proteins
(64–66). A short in vivo half-life of cell cycle regulators provide
a way to generate spatial gradients and allow for rapid ad-
justments of protein concentration through changes in the
rate of protein synthesis. Moreover, the discovery of ubiquitin-
independent mechanisms for rapid degradation of key cell
cycle regulators further emphasizes the need for fast and
efficient protein degradation within the cell cycle (67, 68).
Taken together this emphasizes that cell cycle ubiquitylations
primarily target proteins for degradation. Hence, if acetyla-
tion-based protection of lysine residues affects protein deg-
radation the occurrence of ubiquitylation/acetylation cross-
talk among cell cycle regulating proteins should be minimal.

In total we identify 41 ubiquitylated lysine sites on the GO
biological process annotated cell cycle proteins (Fig. 5B, fully
red colored circles). Among these ubiquitylation sites five
have previously been reported (red and yellow bicolored cir-
cles), and only two ubiquitylation sites are known to be acety-
lated (K248 on PCNA and K50 on YWHAE). Compared with
the large overlap within the nucleus, the observed cell cycle
ubiquitylation/acetylation overlap is remarkably reduced (Fig.
5A). This observation is especially striking considering that the
cell cycle pathway is the largest interaction network of the
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acetylome (13). Overall these data confirm that lysine-inhibi-
tion by acetylation plays an important and wide-spread role in
protein degradation within the cell.

Site-specific Interactions Between Ubiquitylation and SU-
MOylation—Interaction between ubiquitylation and SUMOy-
lation is well known and occurs either through sequential
poly-conjugation at the same lysine residue (69), or through
antagonistic competition for the same acceptor lysine (70, 71).
Currently less than 100 SUMOylation sites have been re-
ported in the literature. A comprehensive comparison be-
tween SUMOylation and ubiquitylation sites is therefore not
statistically viable. Instead, for estimation of the preferred
interaction between these two modifications we first looked at
identified ubiquitylation sites residing in the SUMO2/3 con-

sensus sequence �KxE (where � is Val, Ile, Leu, Met, Phe,
Pro, or Cys, and x is any amino acid) (72). Only 2% of all
identified lysine ubiquitylation sites where located in this mo-
tif, illustrating that antagonistic cross-talk between ubiquityla-
tion and SUMO2 cannot be frequently occurring. In comparison,
all known lysine SUMOylation sites on SUMO2 are identified as
ubiquitylation targets in our dataset, strongly indicating that
signaling interaction between SUMOylation and ubiquitylation
preferentially occur through mixed-chain conjugation. Reasons
for the limited site-specific and competitive cross-talk could be
because of SUMOylation and ubiquitylation differing widely with
respect to their biological function (73).

The observed mixed-chain conjugation between SUMOylation
and ubiquitylation is similar to the known poly-ubiquitylation
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FIG. 5. A, Distribution of site-specific overlap between lysine ubiquitylation and acetylation. Blue bars represent overlap by random, red
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of ubiquitin (vide supra). Thus, similar to ubiquitin we esti-
mated the relative abundance of identified SUMO2 ubiquity-
lation sites (Fig. 5D). We find that K11 is the most abundant
ubiquitin linkage on SUMO2 followed by K7, K42 and K33.
These results follow previous observations that K11 is the
major internal SUMO2 acceptor site for SUMO poly-conjuga-
tion (74). Moreover, K11 is the only residue found to be
acetylated, emphasizing the importance of this particular ly-
sine residue. As our abundance measurement reflects the
total pool of ubiquitin-linkages to SUMO2, it confirms that
mixed-chain conjugation between SUMO2 and ubiquitin,
particularly through K11, is widely occurring. Hence, the
biological importance of mixed-chain interaction between
SUMOylation and ubiquitylation appears to be more pro-
found than currently anticipated.

DISCUSSION

Although lysine ubiquitylation has been studied extensively
over the past 30 years, only a limited number of ubiquitylation
sites have been identified so far and specific questions re-
garding the entire ubiquitin system still need to be answered.

Here we describe a large-scale identification of lysine ubiqui-
tylation and demonstrate that our approach identifies in vivo
ubiquitylation sites. In total we identify 753 sites belonging to
471 proteins, extending the current spectrum of lysine ubiq-
uitylations in human proteins by twofold as compared with
available and validated databases. Thus, our data contains
valuable information for the broad scientific field related to
ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like proteins.

As the exact process by which ubiquitin is conjugated to
lysine residues still remains elusive, it is vital to understand
every step in the ubiquitylation process. This includes se-
quence specific information on ubiquitylated lysine residues
and their surrounding amino acids, studies for which large-
scale mass spectrometric analysis is an ideal method of
choice. Our data answers a long-standing question on how
the ubiquitin system globally determines which specific lysine
residues are targeted for ubiquitylation when all lysine resi-
dues are available. We find that lysine ubiquitylation sites are
selected based upon surface accessibility, and not according
to their unique sequence features. It follows from these results
that prediction of ubiquitylation sites based solely upon se-
quence motif location of lysine residues is not feasible. More-
over, our data reveals that prediction of lysine ubiquitylation
based upon conservation of lysine residues between eukary-
otic species is not straightforward. Most ubiquitin acceptor
lysines are currently identified through site-directed mutagen-
esis using either sequence location or site conservation pre-
dictions. Though mutagenesis is a powerful tool to biologically
validate ubiquitylation sites, the method is very laborious and
is unable to discriminate between ubiquitin sites and loss of
ubiquitylation because of substrate changes caused by the
mutation. Consequently, experimental approaches encom-
passing mass spectrometric analysis appear to be the most
suitable option for large-scale identification of lysine ubiqui-
tylation sites.

As lysine residues are targets of several PTMs besides
ubiquitylation, our data provide an unparalleled opportunity to
conduct site-specific cross-talk assessment of various lysine
modifications. Our dataset reveals a large, and site-specific,
overlap between lysine ubiquitylation and acetylation. Lysine
acetylation is known to form dynamic regulatory programs
through cross-talk with a variety of PTMs, and many acety-
lated proteins are key components of various signaling path-
ways. Although the scientific interest in this competitive
cross-talk with lysine ubiquitylation is steadily increasing, in-
vestigations into its cellular extent have so far been hampered
by the lack of large ubiquitylation repositories. Our data re-
veals that 20% of all identified ubiquitylations are also known
to be acetylated illustrating that competitive cross-talk be-
tween these two PTMs is extensive. The biological impor-
tance of such cross-talk is highlighted by observations that
among cell cycle proteins the ubiquitylation/acetylation cross-
talk is virtually absent despite 25% of all nuclear ubiquitylation
sites are found to be acetylated. As fast and efficient degra-

Gene 
Name 

Modified Pep�de Sequence Posi�on 
Localiza�on 
Probability

Pep�de 
Charge 

Pep�de Mass 
(m/z) 

ALDOA _AAQEEYVK(ub)R_ K384 1.00 3 403.20704 
ENO1 _GVSK(ub)AVEHINK_ K64 1.00 3 432.57373 
ENO1 _IEEELGSK(ub)AK_ K420 0.96 3 406.55059 
ENO1 _IGAEVYHNLK(ub)NVIK_ K193 1.00 3 571.32118
H2AFJ _NDEELNK(ub)LLGK_ K96 1.00 3 462.9123 
H2AFZ _ATIAGGGVIPHIHK(ub)SLIGK_ K116 0.93 4 496.54291 
H2BFS _HAVSEGTK(ub)AVTK_ K117 1.00 2 671.35969 

HIST1H1C _ASGPPVSELITK(ub)AVAASK_ K46 1.00 3 614.01067
HIST1H4A _DNIQGITK(ub)PAIR_ K32 1.00 3 480.60368 
HIST1H4A _GVLK(ub)VFLENVIR_ K60 1.00 3 500.96808 

HIST3H2BB _AVTK(ub)YTSSK_ K121 1.00 2 549.79312 
HIST3H2BB _HAVSEGTK(ub)AVTK_ K117 1.00 2 671.35969
HIST3H2BB _LLLPGELAK(ub)HAVSEGTK_ K109 1.00 2 939.02818
HIST3H2BB _VLK(ub)QVHPDTGISSK_ K47 1.00 4 406.47697 

HMGA1 _(ac)SESSSK(ub)SSQPLASK_ K7 1.00 2 789.88392 
HNRNPF _YIGIVK(ub)QAGLER_ K224 1.00 3 487.61218 

NACA _IEDLSQQAQLAAAEK(ub)FK_ K852 1.00 3 668.68473
NONO _(ac)MQSNK(ub)TFNLEK_ K5 1.00 2 748.36412 
PARP1 _GGAAVDPDSGLEHSAHVLEK(ub)GGK_ K548 0.50 4 587.04246 
PCNA _IADM(ox)GHLK(ub)YYLAPK_ K248 1.00 3 583.97127 

PITPNB _VENFIQK(ub)QEK_ K215 1.00 3 459.57714
PPIA _HVVFGK(ub)VK_ K131 1.00 3 343.20643 
PPIA _SIYGEK(ub)FEDENFILK_ K82 1.00 3 649.32291 
PPIA _TEWLDGK(ub)HVVFGK_ K125 1.00 3 543.95097 
PPIA _VSFELFADK(ub)VPK_ K28 0.50 3 498.6048 

PRDX1 _ATAVM(ox)PDGQFK(ub)DISLSDYK_ K27 1.00 3 739.35618
PSMA2 _VEPITK(ub)HIGLVYSGM(ox)GPDYR_ K70 1.00 4 591.30196 
PSMA3 _LVLSK(ub)LYEEGSNKR_ K57 1.00 4 438.2428 
PSMA7 _ILNPEEIEK(ub)YVAEIEK_ K227 1.00 3 677.69301 
PSMB3 _LNLYELK(ub)EGR_ K77 1.00 3 450.2455
PTMA _(ac)SDAAVDTSSEITTK(ub)DLK_ K15 1.00 2 968.97092 
PTMA _AAEDDEDDDVDTK(ub)K_ K103 0.99 3 560.56747 
RAN _FNVWDTAGQEK(ub)FGGLR_ K91 1.00 3 646.98675 
RAN _SNYNFEK(ub)PFLWLAR_ K179 1.00 3 633.65645

RANBP1 _VAEK(ub)LEALSVK_ K183 1.00 3 434.25388
RBBP4 _(ac)ADK(ub)EAAFDDAVEER_ K4 1.00 2 861.38429 
RPL11 _VLEQLTGQTPVFSK(ub)AR_ K52 1.00 3 630.01441 
RPL9 _NFLGEK(ub)YIR_ K121 1.00 3 418.55942 

RPS19 _VLQALEGLK(ub)M(ox)VEK_ K111 1.00 3 529.964
RPS3 _TQNVLGEK(ub)GRR_ K62 1.00 3 457.9199 

RPS3A _ATGDETGAK(ub)VER_ K249 1.00 3 449.88815 
RPS9 _LDSQK(ub)HIDFSLR_ K155 1.00 3 524.94248 
SET _IDFYFDENPYFENK(ub)VLSK_ K137 1.00 3 794.71447

SUMO2 _EGVK(ub)TENNDHINLK_ K11 1.00 3 575.62358 
YWHAQ _NLLSVAYK(ub)NVVGGR_ K49 1.00 3 535.30201 

FIG. 6. Table of 45 nuclear lysine residues identified as being both
ubiquitylated and acetylated. Proteins to which the modified sites
belong are listed with gene name. Localization probability of the
identified ubiquitylation site, as well as charge state and measured
mass (m/z) of the modified peptide are listed.
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dation of key regulators during the unidirectional cell cycle
progression is of the utmost importance, it is crucial that
ubiquitin-dependent and ubiquitin-independent degradation
operates in a timely, consistent and rapid fashion. Hence,
inhibition of protein degradation by acetylation-based pro-
tection of lysine residues is not favored during cell cycle
progression.

In addition to acetylation we find strong interaction between
ubiquitylation and SUMOylation. We identify several novel
ubiquitylation sites located on various ubiquitin-like proteins,
and site-specific analysis reveals that interaction between
SUMOylation and ubiquitylation preferentially occur through
mixed-chain conjugation. Although the exact role of this con-
jugation is unclear, evidence in the literature has shown that
mixed-chain conjugation does not target SUMO proteins for
proteasomal destruction (69). The large number of ubiquity-
lation sites identified on SUMO proteins suggests that mixed-
chain conjugation is more abundant than previously assumed.

In conclusion, our data provide an extensive insight into
human lysine ubiquitylation sites, along with novel information
regarding the nature of lysine ubiquitylations. We demonstrate
that lysine ubiquitylation is an extensive PTM displaying con-
siderable interplay with other modifications to form codified
intermolecular signaling programs that are crucial for cell
function. The large resource of high-confidence lysine ubiq-
uitylation sites identified will be made available through post-
translational modification databases such as Phosida (75).
The MS data is deposited at Tranche (www.proteomecom-
mons.org; Trance folder “Lysine Ubiquitylation study”.
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